FAQ

Answer

How will we Clean gear for U9, Can
my Child Bring their own gear?

Intro to Hockey there will be NO Goalies in the development season. Once we move back to
the regular season each team will be distributed a set of goalie gear and they will start rotating
the position as they have in past years as AHS allows

U9 Players interested in goalie who have their own gear will be offered a Goalie Combine to
be scored, some professional development opportunities designed to keep them engaged
and gear them up for their u11 Season.
What will the Goalie season look like Pre season will look fairly normal as we have requested Goalie development sessions and
for WBHL goalies (U11, U13, U15,
then they can also participate in skater sessions. We will also have a regular Goalie Combine
U18)
to tier the Kids as we do each year. This is where things change - In a normal year we would
put them into Scrimmages - then draft and build teams

Can my player attend Peak and or
school Academy's

Can my player attend Private Ice or
events with their Spring hockey
teams?
Can my player attend Camps and
development opportunities, local or
otherwise, that are outside of minor
hockey?
What is the minor hockey refund
policy?
Can Coaches be assigned to more
then one Hockey team or play on a
gentlemans league?

This year we will be putting them in development groups - these groups will be a random mix
of positions - some groups will get a Goalie some may not. Teams and coaches will need to
adjust their plans with what they get.... We will "up" our Goalies level of play to ensure we
are doing the best by their own development, and continue to offer professional
development.
Our understanding is this is a part of the school programming and therefore falls under the
school cohort program. However, as the guidelines are vague - it's really important for each
family to make the best decision for their family. FMMHA will not be restricting players from
joining school cohorts. It is important to understand AHS recommends any person can only be
in one Sport Cohort.
No, This is not allowed as per AHS as both teams would be considered a "Sport Cohort" - you
would at this point need to make a choice between both groups.
yes, as long as these camps are done "physicaly Distant" and not through the Cohort
approach.

Minor hockey is supportive of each family making the best choice for their child and a full
refund can be requested up until October 30th.
Yes, Coaches DO NOT need to be Cohorted with a team. If they are NOT a cohort coach they
must remain physically distant from players and wear a Mask anywhere they cannot maintain
that distance such as the dressing room or addressing an injury.
Minor Hockey will strive to have one Cohort coach for each group. If the coach is considered
the cohort coach, they do not need to mask but can only be on one team and may not play
men's league.

